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Addition sets with parameters (v, k, I, a) are defined in a finite group G of order 
v, where a: G--t G is a homomorphism or anti-homomorphism. It is shown that 
addition sets in a finite group have similar properties to that of (u, k, 1, g) cyclic 
addition sets. The case a = 1. where I: G --) G is the identity automorphism, is 
studied and it is shown that no (a, k, /1. I) group addition sets exist in an Abelian 
group of order Y, where either v  is odd, u z 2 (mod 4), or in certain cases when 
u z 0 (mod 4). Many examples of group addition sets in both Abehan and non- 
Abelian groups are provided. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, all groups considered are finite. Let G be a group, 
1 G ] = u, and a: G -+ G be either a homomorphism or an anti-homomorphism. 
A set A = {a, ,..., a*], A C_ G, of k distinct group elements is called a 
(u, k, 2, a) group addition set if for each g E G, g # e, the equation 
Ui a(Uj) = g (1.1) 
has exactly ,I solution pairs (ai, aj), ai, aj E A. 
As in (31, the parameter d is defined so that d + ,I is the number of 
solution pairs (a,, aj), ai, aj E A to the equation 
ai a(~,) = e. 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the cyclic addition sets of Lam 
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[3] to addition sets in a finite group. Many of the properties of cyclic 
addition sets are extended to group addition sets. 
The following are some simple examples: 
(i) Let a: G -+ G be the anti-automorphism defined by a(g) = g-l. 
Then a group addition set in G is a group difference set in G as defined by 
Bruck [l]. 
(ii) Let a: 2,-i Z, be the additive homomorphism defined by 
a(x) = gx, where g E Z, is fixed. Then a group addition set in Z,, is a cyclic 
addition set as defined by Lam [3]. 
(iii) Let G be any group and a: G --+ G be any homomorphism or anti- 
homomorphism. Then A = Q forms a (0, 0, 0, a) group addition set. 
(iv) Let G=Z,, A = (l}, and a be the trivial map. Then A forms a 
(2, 1, 0, a) group addition set. 
(iv) Let a be any homomorphism or anti-homomorphism such that 
a(u) = a-‘, where a E G is fixed. Then A = {a} forms a (v, 1, 0, a) group 
addition set. 
(vi) Let A = G. Then for any a, A forms a (u, u, U, a) group addition 
set. 
(vii) Let A = G - {e) and a be the trivial map. Then A forms a (v, 
u - 1, u - 1, a) group addition set. 
(viii) Let a E G, A = G - {a) and a be an automorphism or anti- 
automorphism such that a(u) = a - ‘. Then A forms a (0, v - 1, v - 2, a) 
group addition set. 
Remark. Examples (i) and (ii) show that the class of group addition sets 
contains the class of group difference sets and the class of cyclic addition 
sets. It is clear that examples (iii)-(viii) contain al1 group addition sets with 
k = 0, 1, u - 1, u. These will be called trivial addition sets. 
A (v, k, A, a) group addition set is called nontrivial if 1 < k < v - 1. 
2. ELEMENTARY RESULTS 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The parameters of a nontrivial group addition set satisfy 
(i) k2=d+b, 
(ii) O<d+L&k, 
(iii) 0 < ,4 < k, 
(iv) -k < d < k. 
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Proof. The proof of the proposition exactly follows the proof of [ 3, 
Theorem 2.11. 
In the definition of a group addition set it is required that each g E G, 
gf e, have A solution pairs (ai, aj), ai, aj EA to Eq. (1.1). The next 
proposition shows that this definition, when d # 0, is equivalent to one 
requiring that each g E G, g # e, have A solution pairs (ai, a,), a;, al E A to 
the equation 
a(ai)aj = g. 
The proof is similar to the one given by Bruck [ 1 ] for group difference sets. 
PROP~ITION 2.2. If d # 0, the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) For each g E G, g # e, there are ,I solution pairs (ai, ai), ai, al E A 
to the equation 
aia(aj) = g, 
and there are d + ,I solution pairs (ai, aj), a,, al E A to the equation 
a,a(aj) = e. 
(ii) For each g E G, g # e, there are L solution pairs (ai, ai), a,, al E A 
to the equation 
and there are d + d solution pairs (ai, aj), ai, aj E A to the equation 
a(ai)aj = e. 
Proof: Let R(G) be the group ring of G over the rational% Let s = xX X, 
for x E G, d = x0 a, for a E A, and A* = C, a(u), for (I E A. Suppose (i) 
holds. Then, c = AA* = de + 1s. Clearly, c lies in the center of R(G). Let 
x = k’e - Is. Since 
k’s = AA*s = ds + /Is* = ds + Lvs = (d + Lv)s, 
it follows that cx = k’de. Since A is nontrivial, k # 0. Hence, d # 0 implies 
that c-i exists. Thus, A-’ and (A*)-’ exist. It follows that A = c(A*) ’ = 
(A*))‘c and A*A = c = de + As. Hence, (ii) holds. In a similar way, (ii) 
implies (i). 
Remark. The two conditions in Proposition 2.2 are clearly equivalent if 
G is Abelian, even when d = 0. However, if G is non-Abelian and d = 0, the 
proposition may fail as the following example shows. 
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EXAMPLE. Let G be the non-Abelian group with generators {x, y} and 
relations {x4 = e, y2 = e, yx = x-‘y). Let A = (e, x, y, xy}. Define a: G -+ G 
by 
a(x’) = xi 
and 
a(~$) = x2-‘y, for i= 0, 1,2,3. 
It is easy to check that a is an anti-automorphism and a(A) = {e, x, xy, x’y}. 
The set {u,a(uj)} contains each element in G exactly two times, so A forms a 
nontrivial (8,4,2, a) group addition set with d= 0. However, the set 
(a(ai)aj} contains the elements {x, xy} four times, the elements (e, x2, y, x2y} 
two times, and the elements {x3,x3y} zero times. 
As an analog to the definition given by Bruck [ 11, the concept of a 
multiplier can be defined for group addition sets. Let A g G be a nontrivial 
group addition set. 
An automorphism or anti-automorphism 8: G -+ G is called a multiplier of 
A if there exist group elements a, b E G such that B(A) = uAb, where uAb = 
(uu,b 1 ai E A} and B(A) = (t9(ai) 1 ui E A}. If 8(A) = A then the multiplier is 
said to fix A. It should be noted that in general uAb is not an addition set 
and in general B(A) is not an a-addition set unless 0 commutes with a. 
The following theorem is a generalization of a result of Lam [3] and gives 
the existence of multipliers for many group addition sets. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a nontrivial (v, k, 1, a) group addition set with a 
an automorphism or anti-automorphism and d # 0. Let /I: G -+ G be an 
automorphism or anti-automorphism. Then A is also a nontrivial (v, k, A, /I) 
group addition set ifund if/I 0 a is a multiplier of A that fixes A. 
Proof. Let A be a nontrivial (v, k, 2, a) group addition set with a an 
automorphism or anti-automorphism and d # 0. In R(G), the group ring of G 
over the rationals, 
where s = C, x, for x E G and A = {a,, a, ,..., ak}. If /3 is an automorphism, 
using Proposition (2.1) (Proposition (2.2), if p is an anti-automorphism), 
gives 
(i p(Ui)) (5 P 0 a(uj)) = de + AS. 
i=l j=l 
(2.2) 
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Multiplying both sides of (2.2) on the left by Cf=, ai and using the fact 
that de + 1s lies in the center of R(G) yields 
If A is a nontrivial (0, k, A,@ group addition set, then (2.3) implies 
(de + AS) 
( 
+ /I 0 Cf(Ui)) = (de + 1s) ( i ui) * 
2, i=l 
In the proof of Proposition 2.2 it was shown that if d # 0, then the element 
de + 2s has an inverse. Multiplying both sides of (2.4) on the left by the 
inverse of de + Is yields 
P-5) 
Thus, p o a is a multiplier fixing the set A. 
Conversely, suppose p o a is a multiplier fixing the set A. Then (2.5) holds. 
Multiplying both sides of (2.5) on the left by CT=, P(u,~) gives 
The left side of (26) is either Cj”= I .Zf= I P(“,ja(ui)) or 
Cj”= 1 Cf= 1 P(a(ui>uj)* 1 n ei th er case by Proposition 2.2, (2.6) gives 
By Proposition 2.2, A is a (u, k, A, p) group addition set. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let A be a nontrivial (u, k, A, a) group addition set 
with a an automorphism or anti-automorphism and d # 0. Then a2 = a 0 a is 
a multiplier fixing the set A. 
Proof. The corollary follows easily by letting /I = a in Theorem 2.3. 
Remark. Of course, the identity automorphism Z always forms a trivial 
multiplier. If a2 #I, then Corollary 2.4 gives the existence of a nontrivial 
multiplier for the group addition set A. 
The next corollary shows that d plays a role in determining when a group 
addition set is a group difference set. 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Let A be a nontrivial (v, k, 1, a) group addition set 
with a an automorphism or anti-automorphism. Then A is a group dl@erence 
set if and only if d = k - 1. 
ProoJ If d= k -1, then k= d +A and the equation aio(aj) = e has 
eaxtly k solution pairs (ai, aj), ai, aj EA. Hence, the equation 
ai = [a(aj (2.7) 
has exactly k solution pairs (ai, aj). Obviously no two solution pairs of (2.7) 
can have the same second coordinate. Since a is an automorphism or anti- 
automorphism, no two solution pairs can have the same first coordinate. 
Thus, the mapping /I o a, where /3(x) = x-l, x E G, is a multiplier fixing A. If 
d = 0, then k = 1. This contradicts Proposition Z.l(iii). If d # 0, then 
Theorem 2.3 implies that A is a (v, k, n,/?) group addition set or a group 
difference set. 
Conversely, if A is a group difference set, then clearly d t J = k or 
d=k-A. 
Lam [4] has shown that in a nontrivial (v, k, 1, g) cyclic addition set with 
d # 0, one may assume that the order of g, mod v, is a power of 2. In terms 
of the mapping a: Z, -+ Z, defined by a(x) = gx, this implies that the order 
of the mapping a is a power of 2 mod v. The next several results generalize 
this for nontrivial (v, k, I, a) group addition sets. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let A be a nontrivial (v, k, A, a) group addition set 
with a an automorphism or anti-automorphism and d z 0. Then, either A is 
also a (v, k, A, I) group addition set or a has an even order f > 0. 
Proo$ Let the order of a be f and suppose f is odd. Then af = I. If f = 1, 
then a = Z and A is a (v, k, 2, I) group addition set. Suppose f > 1. By 
Corollary 2.4, a* is a multiplier fixing A. Hence, a*(A) = A. By induction 
af-’ ( A) = A and thus &(A) = a(A). Therefore, a(A) = A and a = I o a is a 
multiplier fixing the set A. By Theorem 2.3, this implies that A is a (u, k, 2, I) 
group addition set. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let A be a nontrivial (v, k, A, a) group addition set 
with a an automorphism or anti-automorphism and d # 0. Suppose a f I. 
Let the order of a be f = 2’s, with s odd. Then A is also a (v, k, A, a’) group 
addition set and as has order 2’. 
ProoJ: By Proposition 2.6, since a #I, it can be assumed that a has even 
order f > 0. Let f = 2’s, with s odd and r > 0. As in the proof of 
Proposition 2.6, aS+r is a multiplier fixing A since s is odd. Since 
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a ‘+’ = as o a, by Theorem 2.3, A is a (u, k, I, a’) group addition set. It is 
clear that as has order 2’ with r > 0. 
Remark. Since the automorphism I has order 2’ = 1, it follows that for a 
nontrivial (0, k, A, a) group addition set with a an automorphism or anti- 
automorphism and d # 0, one may assume that the order of a is a power of 
The above remark can be used to show that certain parameter sets 
(0, k, A, a) may be eliminated. Theorem 2.9 provides an example. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let A be a nontrivial (v, k, A, a) group addition set with a 
an automorphism or anti-automorphism. Then the complement of A in G is a 
nontrivial group addition set with parameters (v, v - k, v - 2k + 1, a). 
Proof. Consider the equation gia(gj) = g, with g, gi, gj E G and g fixed. 
This equation has v solution pairs (g,, gj). Exactly k pairs (g,, gj) have 
gi E A and exactly k pairs (g,, gj) have gj E A. Among these 2k pairs, 
exactly A have gi, gj E A. Hence, there are v - 2k + A pairs (gi, gj) with 
gi, gj @ A* 
THEOREM 2.9. There are no nontrivial non-Abelian (v, k, A, a) group 
addition sets ivith a an automorphism or anti-automorphism, v = 2p, p prime, 
and p = 3 (mod 4). 
ProoJ The only non-Abelian group of order 2p with p prime is a group 
G with generators {x, v} and relations (x” = e, y2 = e, yx =x-‘y}. By 
Lemma 2.8, it can be assume that k < p. 
The group G has elements that can be written in the form xi#, for 
i = 0, l,..., p - 1 and j = 0, 1. Furthermore, G has a unique subgroup H or 
order p, namely, the cyclic group H = {xi / i = 0, l,..., p - 1 }. 
Let a be an automorphism. Since H is unique, it follows that a(H) = H. 
Let a(x’) =xti, i = 0, l,..., p - 1, for some positive integer t. By 
Corollary 2.7, a can be assumed to have order 2’, for some s > 0. Then 
xi = a2’(Xi) = xf2si, for i=O, l,..., p- 1. 
If follows that t2’ = 1 (mod p). Hence, the order of t must divide 2”; it must 
also divide 4(p) = p - 1, where Q is the Euler @-function. Since p - 1 = 2 
(mod 4), the order of t is either 1 or 2. If the order of t is 1, then t = 1. If the 
order of t is 2, then t2 = 1 (mod p) and, hence, t = 1 or t = -1. Therefore, 
either 
(i) a(x’) = xi, i = 0, l,..., p - 1, or 
(ii) a(x’) = xPi, i = 0, l,..., p - 1. 
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Suppose a(x) = xPi. Since a(H) = H, we have a(y) = xjy for somej E Z. 
Then, a(x’y) = x’-‘y, since a is an automorphism. Let 
A = {Xb’ )...) xbq,xC1y ,...) x’ry]. 
Then a(A) = {xebl ,..., xebq xj-‘ly ,..., xjecry}. Consider {aa(a a, a’ EA. 
Then number of times that this set yields the element xiy is the number of 
times the term xi appears in the product 
Since each term x’y is obtained 1 times, (2.8) gives 
Replacing x by 1 in (2.9) gives 2rq = Ap. Since p is prime, it follows that 
p = 2, p ( I or p 1 q. But p is odd, and r < p, q < p. Thus, either r = 0 or 
r = p, and either q = 0 or q = p. If r = 0, then A = (xbl ,..., xb@), and this is 
not a group addition set. For a similar reason, q # 0. Since k < p, the 
conditions r = p and q = p imply that 
(i) A={x’(i=O,l,..., p-l)},or 
(ii) A = {x’yi i=O, l,..., p- 1). 
Again, these are not group addition sets. 
Suppose a(xi) = xi. Let a(x’y) = xi+jy, for some j E Z. If A = (xbl,..., xbQ, 
XC’Y,..., x’ry}, then a(A) = {xbl,..., xbq, xel ‘jy,..., xCrfjy}. Counting the number 
of terms, xiy yields the congruence 
Replacing x by 1 gives 2rq = Ap, and the proof continues as before. 
A similar proof prevails when a is an anti-automorphism. 
3. MATRIX RESULTS 
Let G= {go,g,,..., g,- ,} be a group and go = e. As in the case of group 
difference sets, a u x v (0, I)-matrix M may be associated with each group 
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addition set A. in particular, for a group addition set A = (a, ,..., a,,), define 
M = (m,), where 
mij= 1, if fj = a, a( gi), for some a, E A, 
= 0, ig gj  + aua(gi), forany a,EA. 
Hence the first row of M contains one in the a, places and zeros elsewhere. 
In [8], the following was proved: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a nontrivial (v, k, L, a) group addition set with 
matrix M as constructed above. Let M2 = N = (nij) and suppose that a is a 
homomorphism. Then nij = 1 if and only if the equation 
a,ahJ = gja*(gi') 
has exactly I solution pairs (a,, a,), a,, a,, EA. 
From this lemma it is easy to see that the first row of M2 is always 
(d+/l1/l a-./l). 
In general, there are three cases: 
(i) If a is not an automorphism, then the equation gja2(g; ‘) = e may 
have more than one solution (gi, gj) with the same second coordinate. 
Hence, each row of M2 has all entries L except for one entry of d + A. 
However, a given column may have more than one entry of d + 1. 
The other two cases are summarized in the following theorem 18; 
Theorem 8.201. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be a nontrivial (v, k, A, a) group addition set with a 
an automorphism. Then the matrix M satisfies the equation M* = dP + l.J, 
where P = (pii) with 
pjj’ l9 if gja2(g;‘) = e, 
= 0, if gja2(g;‘) # e, 
and J is the matrix of all ones. Furthermore, if a satisjies a* = I, then M 
satisfies the equation 
M* =dZ+U. (3-l) 
Actually, if a2 # 1 and a is an au&morphism, then the matrix M satisfies 
an equation similar to (3.1). The following was proved in [8]. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let A be a nontrivial (u, k, A, a) group addition set with a 
an automorphism. Suppose the order of a is 2”, with s > 2. Let t = 2”-‘. 
Then the matrix M satisfies the equation 
M*’ = d’Z + (l/v)(k*’ - d’)J. (3.2) 
In particular, if N= M’, then N is an integral matrix satisfying the 
equation 
N* = d’Z + (l/v)(k*’ - d’).Z 
Theorem 3.3 easily implies the nonexistent result 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let A be a nontrivial (u, k, A, a) .group addition set 
with a an automorphism and a* z I. Zf v is even, then IdI is the square of an 
integer. 
ProoJ: Taking determinants of both sides of (3.2) yields 
(det il4)*’ = k*‘(d’)“-‘, 
with t > 0, t even. Taking the tth root of both sides gives 
(det M)* = k’(ld\)“-‘. 
Since u is even, 1 d 1 is a square. 
If a* = Z, Theorem 3.2 implies 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let A be a nontrivial (u, k,,$ a) group addition set 
with a an automorphism and a2 = I. Zf v is even, then d is a square. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Corollary 3.4 with (3.1) used 
instead of (3.2). 
Remark. It is shown in Section 4 that if A s G is a nontrivial group 
addition set in an Abelian group G of even order, and if a is an 
automorphism, then d is the square of an integer, regardless of the order of 
a. It is not known to the authors whether this is true if it is not assumed that 
G is Abelian. Of course, it is true if a2 = I. 
The eigenvalues of M were studied in [8] and the following was proved. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be a nontrivial (u, k, A, a) group addition set with a 
an automorphism and a2 = I. Let M be the matrix associated with A. Then, 
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(i) the eigenvalues of M are {k, -@, -d} not including multiplicities, 
and 
(ii) the eigenvalue k has multiplicity one. 
Using this theorem, the following nonexistence theorem can be proved. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A be a nontrivial (v, k, ,I, a) group addition set with a 
an automorphism and a2 = I. Let H = (x E G 1 a(x) =x} be the subgroup of 
fixed points of a. Suppose 1 HI = r and rl( k. Then d is a square. 
Proof. If d = 0, then d is a square. Suppose d # 0. Let Tr(M) be the 
trace of the matrix M associated with A. Define 
S,= (xEGIa=xa(x-‘)} 
for a E A. It is easy to see that if x E S,, then S, = (xh 1 h E H}. Thus, 
1 S, 1 = I HI = r. It follows that 
(i) S, = 4, or 
(ii) IS,1 = r. 
From the definition of M, 
mii= 1, if a, = gia(gi))‘, for some a,, E A 
= 0, if a, = gia(gi))‘, forno a,EA. 
It follows that Tr A4 = CFri m,, = C, /S, /, for a E A. In any case. r 1 Tr M. 
By Theorem 3.6, Tr M = k + c $ for some integer c. 
Since r / Tr M and r J; k, we have Tr A4 # k. Since Tr A4 is an integer, it 
follows that 
s=TrM=ktc&, 
where s is an integer and s f k. Hence, c # 0 and 
(s - k)’ = c2d. 
Therefore, d is the square of an integer. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let A be a nontrivial (v, k, 2, I) group addition set, 
where Z is the identity map. Then d is a square. 
Proof. Since a = I, I H( = v. Since A is nontrivial, v # k and k # 0. Thus, 
1 HI 4 k. The corollary follows from the theorem. 
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Remark. It is shown in Section 6 that nontrivial (v, k, I, I) group 
addition sets exist for both even and odd u. Corollary 3.8 implies that in all 
cases d must be a square. 
COROLLARY 3.9. There is no nontrivial (k2 + 1, k, 1, I) group addition 
set with k > 2. 
Proof. For this parameter set, d = -1 and is not a square. 
Theorem 3.7 can be used to rule out certain other parameter sets. 
EXAMPLE. Let G be the non-Abelian group with generators (x, y} and 
relations {x63 = e, y3=e, yx=x4y}. Then IGI=l89. Define Q: G-G by 
a(x’yj) = x-‘y’. Then a is an automorphism and a2 = I. The only fixed 
points under a are the group elements {e, y, y’}. Thus, JHJ = 3. Suppose 
there exists a nontrivial (189, 14, 1, a) group addition set. By Theorem 3.7, 
since 3 4 14, d must be a square. However, d = 7 for this parameter set. 
Hence, no such group addition set exists. 
The next section continues the study of group addition sets in Abelian 
groups. 
4. ADDITION SETS IN A FINITE ABELIAN GROUP 
Of course, if G is Abelian, any homomorphism a: G -+ G is also an anti- 
homomorphism. Hence, the definition of a group addition set, in the Abelian 
case, can be stated as follows. 
A set A = {a, ,..., ak} of k distinct group elements from the Abelian group 
G is called a (u, k, 1, a) Abelian group addition set, if / G I= v and a: G --t G 
is a homomorphism satisfying 
(i) for each g E G, g # e, the equation 
aia(aj) = g 
has exactly A solution pairs (ai, aj), ai, aj EA. 
In this section, use is made of characters of finite Abelian Groups. A 
character is a group homomorphism x: G + T, where T = {z E C ) )z / = 1 } 
and C is the field of complex numbers. 
The first result implies that the “important” Abelian group addition sets 
occur when a is an automorphism. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a nontrivial (v, k, A, a) Abelian group addition 
set with d # 0. Then a: G + G is an automorphism. 
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Proof. Let a(G) = H and assume H # G. Since G is Abelian, there exists 
a nontrivial character x such that x(h) = 1 for h E H. Thus, 
for a E A and g E G. Since C,x(g) = 0, it follows that 
Since d # 0, 2, x(a) is rational and, hence, an integer. Thus, k / d. 
This contradicts Proposition 2.1 (iv). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a finite Abelian group of even order and a: G + G 
an automorphism of G with order 2”, for some s > 0. Then the subgroup 
F(G) of all fixed points of G under a is a nontrivial subgroup of even order. 
ProoJ: See [ 8 1. 
The following theorem generalizes a known result for group difference sets 
and cyclic addition sets. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A be a nontrivial (v, k, A, a) Abelian group addition 
set with v even. Then d is the square of an integer. 
ProoJ: If d = 0, then d is a square. If d f 0, then by Theorem 4.1, a is an 
automorphism. If a = I, then d is a square by Corollary 3.8. Thus, by 
Corollary 2.7, it can be assumed that a is an automorphism of order 2” for 
some s > 0. 
Let H = (xa(x-I)). Since G is Abelian, H is a subgroup. Define /I: G + H 
by /3(x) = xa(x-‘), x E G. Since G is Abelian, /I is a homomorphism; and j3 
has kernel F(G), the subgroup of all fixed points. Thus, 
G/F(G) N H and I G/HI = IF(G 
By Lemma4.2, it follows that G/H is of even order and, thus, has a 
subgroup N of order JNI = f /G/HI. Define a character 2: G/H + T by 
f(xH) = 1, xHEN 
=-- 1, xH&N, 
and define a character x: G + T by 
x(x) = ZWO, xE G. 
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It is clear that x(h) = 1, for all h E H. Hence, x(x) =x(a(x)) for all x E G. 
Therefore, since A forms a nontrivial (u, k, A, a) Abelian group addition set, 
and, thus, 
But, by the construction of x, x(x) = f 1 for all x E G. Therefore, d is the 
square of an integer. 
5. THE CASE a=I 
One of the main theorems proved by Lam [2] is the following: 
THEOREM. There is no nontrivial (u, k, 1, Z) cyclic addition set. 
As an analog to this theorem one might conjecture the following: 
CONJECTURE. There is no nontrivial (v, k, A, Z) Abelian group addition 
set. 
Unfortunately, the conjecture is false. The following provide examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. In [6] a construction was given for a group difference set A 
with parameters (v, k, A) = (2*“, 22”-’ - 2”-‘, 22”-2 - 2n-‘) in the group 
G = I-If:, Z,, for every integer n > 2. 
Every x E G satisfies X=X-‘, however. Hence, (aiU,i’} = {a,~~}, 
aiuj E A. Thus every group difference set in G is also a group addition set 
with a = I. 
EXAMPLE 2. In [5], a construction was given for a group difierence set 
with parameters (4000, 775, 150) in the group n:= i Z, x ni=, Z,. It is 
shown in [ 81 that this example also implies the existence of a group addition 
set with a = I in the same group. 
Other than the class in Example 1 and the single set in Example 2, the 
authors know of no other (u, k, A, I) Abelian group addition sets. 
The following theorem, proved in [8], provides a partial answer to the 
question as to whether Examples 1 and 2 account for all (u, k, A, I) Abelian 
group addition sets. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let G be an Abelian group of order v. Suppose one of the 
following holds: 
(i) u is odd, 
(ii) u E 2 (mod 4), 
(iii) G ‘v 2,: x nJE1 Z4,, i > 2 and q, ,..., q, are oddprimepowers. 
Then no nontrivial (v, k, 1, I) Abelian group addition set exists in G. 
Remark. It follows that if a nontrivial (v, k, 1, I) Abelian group addition 
set exists, then v = 0 (mod 4) and the group G must have at least two factors 
Zzi, i > 1. 
6. NONTRIVIAL EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let H and K be finite groups, Abelian or non-Abelian. 
Suppose 1 HI = p, 1KJ = n, p 1 n, p # n, /I: K -+ H is a homomorphism, and 
p(K) = H. Let G = H x K be the direct product of H and K, and define 
A = ((e,, Y> I YE 4, 
where eH is the identity element of H. Define a: G -+ G by 
4x, Y> = (P(Y), 4, (x3 Y) E G. 
Then, cz is a homomorphism, but not an automorphism. Let (r, s) E G. It is 
easy to check that the number of solution pairs ((e,, J’,), (e,,, y,)), (e,,, JJ,), 
(e,, y2) E A to the equation 
is equal to n/p. Thus, A forms an (n, p, n/p, a) group addition set with d = 0. 
This example shows that d # 0 is necessary in Theorem 4.1. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let G be the non-Abelian group deftned by the generators 
(x, y} and relations (x” = e, y3 = e, yx = xr.y}, where r’ E 1 (mod n). 
Assume (r - 1, n) = 1. Define 
A = (xdl ,..., xdp, y, xdly ,..., xdpy, y2, xd’y2 ,..., xd”y2. 
Suppose (d, ,..., d,,, rd, ,..., rd,, r2d ,,..., r2dP} = { 1,2 ,..., n - 1 } (mod n) and 
let a = I. 
Consider (aiaj}, ai, aj E A. The number of times that x1 appears in this set 
is the number of times x’ occurs in the expression 
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n-l 
zlt((p+l) y xi ( i .i=O 
3 (p t 2) + (p t 1) where do = 0. 
Thus each xf is obtained p + 1 times, for t = 1, 2,..., p - 1, and e is obtained 
p + 2 times. 
By considering similar expressions, each term x’y and x’y2 is obtained 
exactly p + 1 times from the set {aiaj), ai, uj E Ai for t = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
Hence, if the above assumption holds, A forms a nontrivial group addition 
set with d= 1. 
For a, b f 0 (mod n), define a - b if and only if b z riu (mod n), for some 
i = 0, 1,2. Since (I - 1, n) = 1, it is clear that - is an equivalence relation 
and each equivalence class is of the form {a, ru, r’u}. Hence, 3 1 n - 1. 
Choose {d, ,..., d,} by selecting any representative from each equivalence 
class. Then this set will satisfy the above assumption. Since p = (n - 1)/3, it 
follows that k = n t 1 and L = (n t 2)/3. Therefore, if r3 = 1 (mod n) and 
(r- 1, n) = 1, then {d, ,..., d,.-,,,,} can be chosen so that A forms a 
nontrivial (3n, n t 1, (n + 2)/3, Z) group addition set with d = 1. 
EXAMPLE 6.2a. In Example 6.2, let r = 2 and n = 7. Then 
(d, , d,} = { 1,3} satisfies the assumption. Hence, the set 
A = {x,x3, y, xy,x3y, y2, xy2,x3y2} 
forms a nontrivial (21,8,3, Z) group addition set with d = 1. 
Remark. Recall that Theorem 5.1 shows that no nontrivial (0, k, 1, Z) 
Abelian group addition set exists with v odd. Example 6.2, however, implies 
that many nontrivial non-Abelian group addition sets exist with cz = Z and 
v odd. 
The following examples are similar to Example 6.2. The proofs may be 
found in [8]. 
582432/3-J 
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EXAMPLE 6.3. Let G be the non-Abelian group defined by generators 
(x, y} and relations (x” = e, y2 = e, yx =x’y}, where r* = 1 (mod n). 
Suppose (v - 1, n) = 2 and let 
A = (Xdl )..., xdp, xdjy ,..., xdpy}. 
Then, (d, ,..., d,} can be found so that A forms a nontrivial (2n, n - 1, 
(n - 2)/2, I) group addition set with d = 1. 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Let G be the non-Abeiian group defined by the generators 
(x, y} and relations x” = e, y4 = e, yx = x’y, where r4 = 1 (mod n). Suppose 
A = {xdl ,..., xdp, y, xdly ,..., xdpy ,..., y3, xd1y3 ,..., xdpy3 ). 
Then (d, ,..., d, j can be found so that G forms a nontrivial (4n, 2n + 1, 
n + 1, I) group addition set. 
EXAMPLE 6.5. Let G be the non-Abelian group defined by the relations 
x” = e, ym = e, and yx = x’y, where P’ = 1 (mod n). Suppose n = 2 (mod 4), 
m 1 n - 2, (ri - 1, n) = 2, for i = 1,2 ,..., m - 1 and 
A = (e,xdl ,..., xdp, xdly ,..., xdpy ,..., xdlym- ,..., xdpy”-I}. 
Then {d, ,..., d,} can be found so that A forms a nontrivial (mn, n - 1, 
(n - 2)/m, I) group addition set with d = 1. 
EXAMPLE 6.6. Let A and G be defined as in Example 6.5 with the same 
assumptions on n, m, and r. Suppose m is even and detine a: G -+ G by 
a(g) = ymi2 gym’2, g E G. 
Then Id,..., d,} can be found so that A forms a nontrivial (mn, n - 1, 
(n - 2)/m, a) group addition set with d = 1. 
EXAMPLE 6.7. Let G be the non-Abeiian group defined in Example 6.3. 
Suppose r = - 1. Define 
A = {xdl ,..., xd,, xdiy ,..., xdpy} 
and a: G-G by 
a(x’y”) = xr, if s = 0, 
=Xw2)-’ Y, if s=l. 
Then a is an anti-automorphism, and id,,..., d,} can be found so that A 
forms a nontrivial (2n, n, n/2, a) group addition set with d = 0. 
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EXAMPLE 6.8. Let G be the non-Abelian group defined in Example 6.7. 
Suppose n = 2 (mod 4). Define 
A = (e, xdi ,..., xdp, xdly ,..., xdpy }, 
and a: G+G by 
a(x’y”) = xr, if s = 0, 
=x -1-r Y1 if s= 1. 
Then a is an anti-automorphism and {d, ,..., d,} can be found so that A forms 
a nontrivial (2n, II - 1, (n - 2)/2, a) group addition set with d = 1. 
The remaining examples concern cyclotomy theory. Let p be an odd 
prime, n a positive integer, and q = p” = Nf + 1. Then there exists a field 
G = GF(q) with q elements, and this field is unique up to isomorphism. One 
can always find x E GF(q) so that 
G* = (x’ ) s = 0, 1,2 ,..., q - 2) = G - {O). 
For each i=O, 1, 2 ,..., N - 1, the cyclotomic class Ci is defined as 
ci = {p+i /s=o, 1,2 )...) f - I}. 
Clearly, the C’ are disjoint and Uy’,’ Ci = G*. The class C, is called the set 
of Nth-power residues of GF(q). 
For fixed i, j = 0, 1,2 ,..., N - 1, the cyclotomic number (i, j) is defined to 
be the number of solution pairs (z, z’) to the equation 
z + 1 = z’, 
where z E Ci and z’ E Cj. 
Let h E G* and define a: G-G by a(x)= hx, XE G = GF(q). The 
following lemmas give necessary and sufticient conditions for the classes C, 
and C, U {0} to form nontrivial (v, k, 1, a) Abelian group addition sets. The 
proofs are similar to the proofs of the lemmas by Lam ]3] and may be found 
in 181. 
LEMMA 6.9. Let h E C,, 1 < r < N - 1. The class C, forms a nontrivial 
(v, k, II, a) Abelian group addition set if and only if (r, 1) = ,I for I = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
N- 1. 
LEMMA 6.10. Let h E C,, 1 <r<N- 1. The set C,U{O} forms a 
nontrivial (v, k, 2, a) Abelian group addition set if and only if 
1 + (r,O) = 1 + (r, r) = (r, 1) = A, for I= 1,2 ,..., r-l,r+ l,..., N-l. 
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EXAMPLE 6.11. Let q = 4t + 1 be a prime power, where N = 2. Then 
f =2t is even. Let hE C,. In [7] the cyclotomic numbers (1,0) and (1, 1) 
are computed forfeven and (1,0) = (1, 1) = f/2. By Lemma 6.9. C, (i.e., the 
quadratic residues of G&‘(q)) forms a nontrivial (4t + 1, 2t, t, a) Abelian 
group addition set. 
EXAMPLE 6.11a. Lam [3] has shown that the quadratic residues in 
GF(q), where q = 4t + 1 is a prime, form a nontrivial cyclic addition set if 
h E C,. The smallest q = 4t + 1 that is a prime power, other than a prime, 
occurs with t = 2 and q = 9 = 3’. Thus, the quadratic residues in GF(9) form 
a nontrivial (9,4, 2, a) Abelian group addition set if h E C, . 
EXAMPLE 6.12. Let q = 4t + 1 be a prime power. Since 1 + (1,0) = 
1+(1,1)=(jp)+ = 1 t + 1, Lemma 6.10 implies that C,U (0) forms a 
nontrivial (4t + 1, 2t + 1, t + 1, a) Abelian group addition set if h E C, . 
EXAMPLE 6.13. Let q = 4f + 1 be a prime power so that N = 4, f be 
even, and h E C,. In [ 71, the cyclotomic numbers (2,0), (2, l), (2,2), and 
(2, 3) are shown to satisfy 
(2,O) = (2,2) = c and (2, 1) = (2,3) = E. 
where 16C=q-3+2sand 16E=q+l-2s.Hereq=s2+4tZwithsz1 
(mod 4). From [ 71, for this representation s is uniquely determined by s = 1 
(mod 4), and t is uniquely determined except for sign. If q - 3 t 2s = 
q+1-2s,thens=1.Henceq=4t2+1=4f+1.Sincef=tZiseven,then 
r is even, t = 2m. Thus, q = 16m2 + 1 is a prime power. Lam ]3] has shown 
that the 4th-power residues of GF(q) form a nontrivial cyclic addition set 
whenever q = 16m* + 1 is a prime. A proof similar to [7, Theorem 201 
shows that 16m* + 1 = p” has a solution only when n = 1. Hence, no new 
Abelian group addition sets are obtained. 
EXAMPLE 6.14. Let q = 4f + 1 be a prime power with f even. If 






so s = -3. Thus, q = 4t2 + 9 = 4f + 1. So t* = f - 2 is even and t = 2m. 
Hence, q = 16m2 + 9 is a prime power. Thus, by Lemma 6.10, C,U (0) 
forms a nontrivial (16m’ + 9, 4m2 + 3, m* + 1, a) Abelian group addition 
set whenever 16m2 t 9 is a prime power. 
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EXAMPLE 6.14a. A proof similar to 17, Theorem 20) shows that 
16m’ + 9 = p” has no solution if n > 1 and n is odd. Clearly, the only 
solution to 16~2’ + 9 = p” for n even occurs when n = 2, m = 1, and p = 5. 
Hence, q = 25 = 5*. Thus, the 4th-power residues of GF(25) form a 
nontrivial (25, 7,2, a) Abelian group addition set. 
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